Landscape Architecture Project Manager

Miami-based design studio Urban Robot Associates is seeking an energetic, experienced Project Manager to work with our multi-disciplinary team in guiding landscape architecture projects through the design, permitting and construction process. A Project Manager will assist the Principals in spearheading projects, from the early days of programming through attendance at the ribbon-cutting.

Primary Skills / Responsibilities
— Agile landscape design skill set in all phases, including schematic design, permitting, construction documents and construction administration
— Demonstrable experience producing detailed drawing sets, coordinating with engineers and contractors, client management, and overseeing multiple simultaneous deadlines
— Strong background in planting design concepts, with knowledge of subtropical plants a plus
— Must thrive with personal responsibility and accountability, but embrace open communication and teamwork
— Possess professional poise and polish, and demonstrate versatile approaches to myriad issues and personality types
— Be a leader and a mentor

Qualifications
— 5 to 15 years of experience in landscape architecture
— Bachelor and/or Master degree from an accredited school of landscape architecture
— Strong graphics skills using AutoCAD, Adobe Creative Suite, Sketchup, as well as BIM and 3D softwares
— ArchiCAD proficiency preferred (but not required)
— Strong communication skills
— LEED accreditation a plus

Firm Description
Urban Robot Associates (URA) is a full-service boutique design studio located in the heart of South Beach, specializing in architecture, landscape architecture and interior design. URA’s team works collaboratively to develop a multidisciplinary approach to all projects, creating spaces that are meaningful, memorable, and functional. Whether a neglected city block, historic hotel, or precious natural resource — URA designs to elevate the human experience from the quotidian to the cinematographic. URA tells stories by making places.

Founded in 2009 by three Harvard GSD alumni, Urban Robot Associates is an award-winning, innovative and vibrant firm with an impressive roster of projects in all sectors — from luxury residential and multi-family to hospitality and civic/public spaces. Our team-members have opportunities to work in all sectors, in all phases of design and across all disciplines.

http://architizer.com/firms/urban-robot-associates/

Application Instructions
Submit resume and portfolio to justine@urbanrobot.net, or by postal service to Justine Velez, Urban Robot Associates, 420 Lincoln Road, Suite 600, Miami Beach, FL 33139.

http://architizer.com/firms/urban-robot-associates/
**Landscape Designer**

Miami-based design studio

Urban Robot Associates is seeking an enthusiastic, entry-level Landscape Designer to work with our multi-disciplinary team. A Designer will assist the Landscape Principal in every aspect of the design process, from concept through construction.

**Primary Skills / Responsibilities**

— Agile landscape design skill set, including hand-drawing, computer-drafting and illustration
— Familiarity with planting design concepts and site planning
— Must work well independently, but embrace teamwork
— Ability to manage multiple and shifting deadlines

**Qualifications**

— Bachelor and/or Master degree from an accredited school of landscape architecture
— 1 to 3 years of experience in landscape architecture firm
— Strong graphics skills using Adobe Creative Suite, AutoCAD, and Sketchup
— Proficiency in ArchiCAD or other BIM softwares preferred (but not required)

**Firm Description**

Urban Robot Associates (URA) is a full-service boutique design studio located in the heart of South Beach, specializing in architecture, landscape architecture and interior design. URA’s team works collaboratively to develop a multidisciplinary approach to all projects, creating spaces that are meaningful, memorable, and functional. Whether a neglected city block, historic hotel, or precious natural resource — URA designs to elevate the human experience from the quotidian to the cinematographic. URA tells stories by making places.

Founded in 2009 by three Harvard GSD alumni, Urban Robot Associates is an award-winning, innovative and vibrant firm with an impressive roster of projects in all sectors — from luxury residential and multi-family to hospitality and civic/public spaces. Our team-members have opportunities to work in all sectors, in all phases of design and across all disciplines.


**Application Instructions**

Submit resume and portfolio to justine@urbanrobot.net, or by postal service to Justine Velez, Urban Robot Associates, 420 Lincoln Road, Suite 600, Miami Beach, FL 33139.